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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
by Oketa Zogi Shala
Dear reader,
I am aware that dedicating an issue to Black History Month
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may be contentious, for the racism that is palpably etched in
our society is not something that should be limited to
discussion for just a month. Whilst I align myself with this
view, I also recognise the importance of Black History Month
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in educating those of us in a place of privilege about the
hardships faced by our classmates and citizens who often see
the 'protecters' of this country as their antagonisers.
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This edition is not a one off, and The Stock remains committed
to writing about such pressing issues. This is not the first time
that racial injustice is being discussed in our journal, and it
most certainly is not the last.
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We will continue to bring light to said racial injustices and
this edition is not something we have felt obliged to produce,
rather something we all believed was necessary.

ANONYMOUS- 10
MS BELL

In editing these articles I have been enlightened and have come
to value, even more so, the importance of Black History. I only
hope that you have the same experience.

INTERRACIAL MUSINGS- 11
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I urge you to read every article meticulously and to start
discussions in the classroom and beyond.
We cannot stop fighting until the barriers to social justice
have been dismantled.
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SLAVERY S BEGINNING AND END
'

'

'

by Samiya Abdi

The refusal to recognize black people as humans runs right the way through American history. The America we know
today- one of the richest, most powerful democracies in the world- was built on the backs of slaves. For this Black
history month, I wanted to remind (or even teach) students about the history of slavery and about why, despite it
being far more insidious, that mindset is still prevelant in the 21st Century.
Christopher Columbus saw the beginning of a bright new world
in 1492. Many people were looking for the fabled promised lands
where everything would be free and there would be plenty of
money waiting for them. It was the Europeans who ruled the
seas, while the other Entente states followed in Columbus'
footsteps. Many have sailed the Atlantic for generations,
dreaming of America and the life it may provide. The Spanish
were the first people to settle permanently in what is now known
as Florida. The French quickly followed in their tracks, but the
British were lagging behind and chasing them down. The first
English men arrived in North America in 1607, seeing it as a new
world, but some who considered themselves as adventurers
chose to settle in the colony of Jamestown (now known as
Virginia). These were men of leisure who came from a great deal
of riches, but they lacked the skills and expertise necessary to
keep a colony alive. In approximately a decade, eighty percent of
the population had died, and the land had become dormant.
When it appeared that Britain's first North American settlement
would fail, they discovered that they could grow tobacco, and
the colony began to boom overnight.This was viewed as a portal
to a new life; the settlers saw it as a departure from the old
world, and they were constructing a gleaming city on a hill that
would serve as a light to the rest of humanity. It was a nation
full of possibilities where you could live out your dreams, and it
had a huge impact on the United States.

In 1619, the first African slaves arrived in Jamestown colony ; the
first ship contained roughly twenty slaves, and so therein the
history of slavery in America began. Slaves from Africa worked
mostly on tobacco plantations in the South throughout the 17th and
18th centuries. However, when there was a need for cotton in
America and Europe, cotton plantations in the early nineteenth
century came to the forefront. Subsequently, slaves' property value
increased, and those who appeared to be healthy and fit were
treasured goods. The slave economy is what allowed Americans to
start building the extraordinary wealth that they still benefit from
today. By 1860, America's slave population had risen to about four
million people, resulting in a massive increase in the country's
financial power. The wealth of America's four million AfricanAmericans was estimated to be around $3 billion, which was greater
than the aggregate value of all railways and factories in the
country. Slavery was entrenched in the South, but it was a different
situation in the North.
.
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The North became increasingly mechanised, as evidenced by the
advent of the factory system, and manual labour became less
necessary. The North now saw a slave-based economy as a relic
of the past and a path that America would not follow. Slavery
tensions had reached a fever pitch by 1860, and Abraham
Lincoln's election added fuel to the fire. Lincoln was morally
opposed to slavery, and now that he was in power, the white
south feared that he would use his influence to free slaves.
Eleven states broke away from the North, convinced that the
government would do everything in its power to eradicate
slavery and eliminate the institutions that fueled their thriving
economy. They banded together to form the Confederate States
of America. The civil war had begun at this point. The United
Kingdom and France were poised to recognise the Confederate
States of America as a distinct entity, prompting Lincoln to act.
Lincoln issued the emancipation proclamation in January 1863,
which declared, in simple terms, that those who were free could
join the union and ‘fight for us’. This decree was a war measure
and a war strategy. Approximately 200,000 African-Americans
would respond to the call to fight the South. African-Americans,
who were formerly enslaved, were now striving for their
freedom. This civil war was the deadliest in the history of the
United States.

In 1865, the civil war came to a conclusion after a dreadful four years.
The union had been saved, and the government had passed the 13th
Amendment, which abolished slavery. The end of slavery was a
watershed moment for them; they were no longer constrained by the
circumstances of their ancestors. The thirteenth amendment
guaranteed that African-Americans would be free forever, but it did
not settle the question of what that freedom would entail. Despite
this, the South continued to seek to reclaim their dominance over the
region. Although the South lost the war, the ideology of white
supremacy was not dislodged. At this point everyone was seen as
‘equal’ yet needed to be separated.
In come the Jim Crow laws. A landmark case, which in 1896
established racial segregation as the rule of the land for the whole
United States. One universe existed for white people and another
existed for black people. This came with a slew of restrictions: interracial marriages were forbidden, you couldn't work or eat together,
there would be a black school and a white school, with one carriage in
a railway vehicle for black people and nine carriages for white people.
Because this new America was never truly equal and racial inequity
flourished. It was then the likes of Dr Martin Luther King Jr, Malcom
X, Rosa Parks and many more who took to the stage and pushed the
African-American Civil Rights movement, which now continues as the
Black Lives Matter movement.
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BLA K POWER AND SOUL MUSI
C

C

by Taru Bhardwaj

From its inception, soul music was concretely intertwined
with the American Civil Rights Movement. Rock n’ roll had
transformed from a “Black genre” with roots in R&B, blues,
country and bluegrass to a genre that was produced,
performed and consumed by primarily White people. This all
changed with the Soul Explosion. Throughout the late 1950s
and 70s, music that was once considered “coloured” was
gaining traction and praise in the mainstream or, to put it
bluntly, in White America.
Originating in Memphis, Tennessee in the late 50s, soul was
seen to be an expression of being Black in America. Ray
Charles, considered the father of the genre, combined
traditional gospel music with blues and jazz and formed his
own rendition of the Southern Tones’ gospel tune “It Must Be
Jesus”. That was how he, with his bandmate Renald Richard,
penned essentially the first prototype for soul music and
called it, “I Got A Woman”. It was vastly popular, successful
and praised when it first came out in 1957; thus launching soul
into the mainstream music world.
But it wasn’t until the year of 1968, that most would say soul
found its political voice. Songs like “Stand By Me” by Ben E.
King and “Hit The Road Jack” by Ray Charles were only two of
the countless early 60s mainstream soul hits that caused White
America to open up to Black music in a time where segregation
of people and cultures was the norm. Black artists were
reaching new heights of commercial success, while Black
consumers found a unique unifying voice. And although
sometimes unintentional, this access to Black society helped
alter White perceptions of the lives of Black Americans. But
that was before the creation and consumption of soul music
threatened to, and in some cases did, break through the norms
of segregation. Booker T. & The MGs became the first popular
studio band based in Stax Records, Memphis where members
were both White and Black.
In the March of 1968, The Impressions topped the soul charts. A group that were known for racially uplifting songs like “People
Get Ready” had topped the charts, but this time for “We’re A Winner”. A song that captured a much more defiant mood, and
almost “militant” tone, that some said echoed the energy coming from the SNCC and Black Panthers of that era. Radio stations
flat out refused to play it. With the developing Black Power movement alongside the Civil Rights movement, soul music where
once brought two segregated groups together, was now creating coloured divisions.
A month later, on the 4th of April 1968, Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated in Memphis.
Weeks later in the 1968 Mexico City Olympics, Wyomia Tyus, track and field sprinter, won the 100 yard dash and danced to
Archie Bell & The Drells’ “Tighten Up”, earning her the title, amongst many, of being a Pioneer of Protests. Unsurprisingly, when
the dust over the tragic assasination settled, being one of the most influential Black artists, James Brown topped pop charts. “I
Got A Feeling” was one of the many songs that he played at his free concert in Boston, in order to prevent people from rioting.
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'From its inception, soul music was concretely
intertwined with the American Civil Rights
Movement.'
After that, songs with more defiant undertones like “Think”
by Aretha Franklin and “Say It Loud” by James Brown began
topping the charts, the latter becoming an adopted anthem
by the Black Panthers. As R.J Smith perfectly summarizes :
“here was the angry fringe and the smiling mainstream
coming together”.
Politically, socially and culturally, 1968 had become to
many the year of Black Power. But Black artists having
commercial success in the industry also helped guarantee
an economic “space” for the African American community
seeking refuge from the persecution and violence in that
era. While White people continued to own most of the
record companies producing soul music in the 1960s, Black
artists by this time were being recorded by Black engineers
for Black-owned labels that distributed to Black audiences
through Black-owned record stores. Berry Gordy’s Motown
Records is the best example, considering it was the most
financially successful Black-owned enterprise in the 60s.

Many regard soul music being “The Last Mile of The Way” in the
Civil Rights movement. And many say that this began in 1968. By
1971, Marvin Gaye released what’s argued to be the most
sophisticated political album of the time, called “What’s Going
On!”. Soul music was indeed unlocking new heights to this
movement and almost all soul artists of that time were expected
to offer political commentary through their own music. In 1972,
aspects of funk came into it and dance was involved with the
social commentary singers made.
Pianist and songwriter, Jesse Belvin was killed in an act of
protest for not performing for a segregated white crowd. Only
10 years later, soul music had entered popular culture and
become accepted in mainstream American perspective. Protest
through song had become the national brand that even spread to
other parts of the world, including the UK and a fighting South
America.
The genre would never remain the same. Soul music had become
forever tied in the fight for Civil Rights and equality.
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THIS IS OUR REALITY
by students in year 9 to 12

Social media is fun, it can be an escape from reality
But when I'm on it all I see is brutality
Brutality against those with darker skin
It is outrageous, it is disgusting
But this is the world we live in
We say we want equality, but what does that even mean?
Who exactly is this between?
Equality means the same rights for everyone
but this is not what is being seen
The complete disregard for people's lives and yet you still think it's right
that we are living in a world where we constantly have to fight
to feel happiness and to feel alright
End this hate
End police brutality
It's putting people's lives in danger
All they want is to feel safer
- Arooba Y12

I feel quite lucky
I have never been stopped and searched
or discriminated by strangers
or have faced racism despite being South Asian and Muslim.
It might be because I live in London
which is very multicultural and diverse
but I hear the stories of my friends,
the discrimination they face
the discrimination I should have faced
I wonder what I did to deserve this luck
- Arafath Y10
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I wish I was white, light and bright
I can't fit in with others cause my colour's a fright
I get blamed everytime just cause I'm black and not white
At night they ask 'where is Ismail?'
and whenever I step up for a penalty people think I will fail
Why do we only get a month tp celebrate my colour?
Why can't it be all year round?
- Ismail Y9

From what I have been told and from what I have seen,
as a white male I have it easier than anyone I know.
My friends got stopped and searched by two white policemen
They were asking them hundreds of questions and didn't ask me one.
I could tell my friend was nervous by the way he was looking at me
They didn't find anything on him
but they weren't very discreet about the racism.
We carried on with our day as usual
but I could tell by the way he was acting that this was not a usual day for him.
It was playing over and over in his head.
Ever since that day, he no longer wears a hoodie.
- Owen Y10
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IT S NOT JUST A MONTH
'

by Shania Leurs

“How come you black people get your own month and the rest
of us don’t?” This is one question I can never escape. From
primary school to this present day, I've been asked the exact
same thing, and frankly, it’s getting boring.
It’s not difficult to figure out why black people are so proud
of the liberation and achievements they have worked for to
this day, or perhaps it is, considering how much of it gets
erased from the history books. For this very reason Black
History Month is a necessity, and if you ask me, it shouldn’t
be limited to one month. Black history should be celebrated
constantly considering that it is the backbone of the Global
North.
One glance at colonized countries, and you are reminded of

"The ground you walk
on is soaked in black
blood but you look away
and pretend it isn’t
there. This is exactly
why we need Black
History Month."

exploitation, rape, murder and much more; yet, one month is
far too long for some people. The ground you walk on is
soaked in black blood but you look away and pretend it isn’t
there. This is exactly why we need Black History Month.

There are so many names, so many fighters, so many people that
history has forgotten about. Those who suffered can never be
compensated and those who died can never be brought back, but
we should always do the best that we can to retell their legacy
and learn it so we can understand and honour them and make
sure to never repeat such horrific acts.
But there is one thing I hate about Black History Month; the idea
that it’s all in the past. Racism is a thing of the past so we can
now all hold hands and rejoice, right? No. Absolutely not.
The results of discrimination, segregation, murder, rape,
dehumanisation and slavery of black people is still seen in
today’s society. Where, you may ask? Well, let’s have a look at
some figures.
In schools, black students are disproportionately more likely to be excluded and permanently excluded in comparison to other
ethnic groups, and be reprimanded for behaviour. Many people try to discredit this as the fault of black students and don’t look
into the fact that they’re labelled aggressive, intimidating or even troublemakers, simply for being black.
This isn’t to say that teachers are racist. Well, most of them aren’t... I hope. Yet, we must address the fact that there are racist
ideas still etched into society that influences the way people think and act towards black students, whether it is intentional or
not.
In the medical sector, black women are four times more likely to die in pregnancy or childbirth in the United Kingdom. Well I
suppose this must also be black people's fault? Or we can take a look at the fact that in some medical textbooks it claims that
black people have a higher pain tolerance than other races; another myth used to dehumanise us and legitimise the our
mistreatment.
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"I see colour, and those who have been treated
differently based on the fact that they are a
different race will always see colour, it’s what
our lives are dictated by."
Whether it’s an agenda or a result of ignorance, it’s plainly
wrong and needs to be rectified. It does get tiring having
to explain that I'm just as much of a human being as
everyone else. Yes I'm black and we may not look the same.
So what?
Now don’t be fooled or confused. No one appreciates
anyone who “doesn’t see colour”. Save yourself the
embarrassment, you sound stupid. I see colour, and those
who have been treated differently based on the fact that
they are a different race will always see colour, it’s what
our lives are dictated by.
.
However, I always cling onto hope that it won’t always be this way. Let’s embrace our differences positively and safely.
There are many wonderful people and events to learn about this Black History Month so educate yourself and others.
Small steps like these set the foundation for society to enact larger changes in the future.
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ANONYMOUS
by Ms Bell

There are some inspiring stories that are being told amongst the students within Haverstock school. We are all
different and these differences are what make us unique. Intersectionality is a way to describe the many different
aspects of people's identities. This includes race, gender, social class. Sharing our stories and speaking our truth, can
inspire others around us to also share and create change within our communities.
The story below gives an insight into the experience of a Haverstock student and shines light on the warmth of the
community we have at this school.
There was no diversity in Essex, it was rare that I saw a person of colour. I went to a secondary school in Debden where
there were hardly any people of colour. I was picked on due to my background. I am of mixed race and because of this,
the other kids saw me as different. My hair was different to theirs and so was my skin. The very few students from
ethnic backgrounds did not accept me either, because my skin colour was different to theirs.
I experienced verbal racist remarks from the students and was given different punishments by teachers. I was also one of
very few students that was muslim in my old school and people would call me a “bomber” and would always make hurtful
remarks about my religion.
Then I moved to North London and came to Haverstock school. There were people from different ethnicities, backgrounds
and religions. Everyone was so much nicer and I found that I had a lot more things in common with other students here.
I was also overjoyed to find out that Haverstock had black history month, as in my old school other history months were
celebrated but not black history month. There are also different varieties of food at Haverstock which are much better.
Moving to London has been beneficial not just for my learning but for my wellbeing. It has also taught me not to be
ashamed of my ethnic background but to be proud of it. Being a person of colour is not a crime, it is a privilege!
Sometimes it is easy to take for granted the things we become so used to having access to. This story should make us
all proud to be a part of the Haverstock community.
.
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INTERRA IAL MUSINGS
C

Click HERE to listen to a
discussion on the important, yet
sometimes contentious, Black
History Month
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